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COST SHEET

*

The festival offers over 60 exhibitor areas on two levels such as 3-4 outdoor spaces. A wooden-pallet
base stand construction for the special visitor experience are predetermined. Individual constructions
must correspond to the character of the festival and require the submission of plans and approval.

01 PARTICIPATION & CONSTRUCTION
Participation fee incl. basic wooden pallet booth – € 330,– / m2
Net price per m2. Excluding electricity, marketing and service flat rate, additional orders
such as taxes and duties.
Additional orders for decorative elements and advertising materials for visibility are available at
convenient conditions to convey the claim of a uniform appearance for the visitors

02

ELECTRICITY CONNECTIONS

1.) Supply line 230 V electricity up to 3 kW: € 120,–
including triple protective contact socket, 1-phase 230 V up to 3 kW
2.) Supply Line High-Volt electricity up to 5 kW/10 kW/15 kW: € 142,– / 203,– / 328,–
inklusive Schutzkontaktdose dreifach, 1-phasig 230 V bis 3 kW
3.) Connection of electrical system on board up to 5 kW: € 30,–
inklusive Schutzkontaktdose dreifach, 1-phasig 230 V bis 3 kW
A list of connection values in volts / watts per device is required.

03

ESPRESSO MACHINE / GRINDER

04

STANDARD MARKETING FLAT CHARGE

On request and subject to availability provided by sponsor Rancilio. All machines are fed by
water gallons + pump provided by the sponsor. Run-off water requires the participant‘s own tank.
(mandatory)

€ 480,–

Includes a contingent of exhibitor passes and advertising material to activate customers.
Logo or name presence on the advertising material (flyer, poster, website). Entry with photo
and text in the festival guide.
,

05

STANDARD SERVICE FLAT CHARGE

(MANDATORY)

€ 390,–

Includes a contingent of tasting cups, water and milk supply, waste management including garbage bags.
Booking is subject to a deposit of 50% of the costs according to the conformation.

*

The prices offered are net. The obligation to pay sales tax is based on the valid German sales tax law. If the
prerequisites for an event service are met, the turnover tax is transferred to the service recipient if the recipient
is an entrepreneur (proof with UID number) and does not have a registered office or business premises in Germany which places the order.

